C.B. Dolge Company announces Tote weed control. Tote works through the roots to sterilize the soil with a high rate of toxicity. One gallon in 15 gallons of water treats 1,000 square feet on dry ground. Tote has no salty taste to attract and harm animals and poses no threat to surrounding shrubs since it is not a spray.

Golf Caddy Mfg. Company introduces a lightweight carry-all for women. It attaches to any belt and holds two balls, eight tees, cigarettes and matches, and money. Made of cowhide with brass reinforcements, it comes in eight colors.

Middle State Mfg. Company, Inc., introduces the Mini Golf Cart, a folding, two-passenger golf car that fits in the trunk of an economy car. When folded it is 39 by 31 by 15 1/2 inches and weighs 112 pounds.

Osrow Products Company, Inc., announces the Stanley Steamer to steam away wrinkles from clothing and fabrics. Operating on 110 volts, it uses regular tap water and shuts off automatically when empty. Its suggested retail price is $9.95.

Webber Glass Mfg. Company announces Sub Scrub to clean and polish any size or shape glass, mug, pitcher or cup. Made of stainless steel, Sub Scrub can be installed in any sink or dish table.

Howard S. Crane, Inc., introduces a low-cost soil moisture tester. Aquaprobe is a lightweight unit that gives moisture readings at soil depths of two to 26 inches by measuring the amount of electricity the soil will conduct.

Lakewood Publications, Inc., announces a complete weather forecasting service which provides a detailed guide for planning outdoor events in advance. WeatherScope includes forecasts for 90 days ahead with accuracy ratings and periodic six-month forecasts among other features. The service costs $36 yearly with a cancellation option.
American Cleaning Equipment Corp. has designed the Compact 30 for indoor/outdoor vacuuming. It vacuums anything from sand and grit to broken glass and bulky debris. Among its other features are a 30-inch nozzle, heavy-duty filter bag and four hp gas or electric motor. The Compact 30 is 48 by 31 by 31 inches and is available with accessories.

Febco, Inc., announces a Stopomatic valve which prevents water drainage from sprinkler heads and guards against soft, soggy spots around the sprinkler. Constructed of 150-pound WOG brass, it closes automatically when water pressure drops below 20 pounds per square inch.

International Recreation Products, Inc., has developed Flexi-Turf golf brush. This home practice golf mat is available in four standard sizes: 5 by 20, 6½ by 22, 12 by 24 and 12 by 30 inches.
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Perbus Company has published a diary for golfers called the Golf Game Record. Pocket size with a hard cover, the Golf Game Record provides space to record the date of play, description of course and details for 144 rounds. Retail for $2.25.

Circle No. 114 on reader service card

Onox, Inc., announces the Model 690 foot sprayer for prevention of athlete’s foot. It holds one gallon of solution which is dispensed as the bather operates the foot pedals. It is shatterproof, sanitary and easy to clean.

Circle No. 115 on reader service card

Simplicity Mfg. Company has developed a lawn revitalizer attachment for its 8hp, 7hp and 5hp tractors. The attachment raises thatch to the top of the lawn, aerates the soil, prunes roots and builds an irrigation system with self-sharpening blades set three inches apart that cut to depths of up to 1 1/4 inches. Sells for under $140.

Circle No. 116 on reader service card

Stellar Electronics & Mfg. Corp. introduces the Eco, a low-price mini-bike. The Eco offers disc brakes, a 2 1/2hp engine and four-inch steel wheels among other features.

Circle No. 117 on reader service card